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To my friends:


As many of you know, I lost my mom in 2012 after a battle with dementia. As the mother 
I knew and loved disappeared over the past three years as the illness progressed, so 
did her memories... her first kiss, her first car, her loves and hates, likes and dislikes. 
It was particularly poignant for me, a professional memory-keeper, to watch my mom’s 
own past fade. I made a commitment that I would help others to embrace their stories, 
and to realize that their memories deserve to be captured. One of the results of that 
commitment was this list of 25 story prompts. 


I wanted to share these prompts with a wider audience, but I didn’t want it to be all 
mine. I enlisted the help of my adored (and adorable!) ScrapHappy family, and they 
didn’t disappoint. Each scrapbooker has put her very own spin on the prompts, taking 
them in directions I hadn’t imagined and inserting a bit of herself into the layout. They 
are as individual as fingerprints, which is what makes them so valuable. 


That individuality, to me, is what makes a scrapbook page “publish-able;” not 
that it uses the latest and greatest product, or that it includes visual triangles or 
stellar photography, but that it includes one very special ingredient: A piece of the 
scrapbooker’s heart. And so I am thrilled and proud to bring to you “Your Story Matters: 
25 Memories to Capture Now.” Use it in good health, and realize that Your Story Matters.


With x’s and o’s,


Lain


Lain Ehmann
founder, ScrapHappy.org
November 2012


Founder’s 
Note
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How you and your 
husband met


everyone has their own love story, and it’s essential that you document 
yours! here are two beautiful examples of how you can create your own 
happily ever after... on a scrapbook page, at least!


layout by Charlene Walberg
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layout by Paivi eerola


Maybe it was a favorite aunt or your mother’s uncle on her father’s side, or 
maybe it’s your favorite character in a book or movie. regardless, there is a 
reason you chose the name of your child or family pet. Be sure to document 
that story! here are two fabulous examples. 


How you chose your 
child’s (or pet’s!) name02
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layout by alison Day


Do you love to sing along to your favorite musical? Curl up with a box of tissues 
over a drama? laugh until your sides hurt with a good comedy? or hide your 
eyes and squeal along with a horror film? What movie is your favorite and why? 
here are a couple of layouts to inspire you to document your favorite movie! 


Your favorite movie03
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layout by Magdalena oskarsoon


Are you required to wear a uniform for work? Or do you have a go to outfit 
for your daily life at home? these two layouts show you how to capture your 
daily “uniform”. 


Your daily “uniform” 
(official or unofficial)04
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layout by karen siegel Fitting


“Wake up, brush teeth, drink lots of coffee” are a few items included in 
many morning routines. Below are two terrific layouts showing you how you 
can document mornings in your home. 


Your morning routine05
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layout by Claire armstrong


every family has fun activities they enjoy doing together, so why not 
document them? Find inspiration in the layouts below and share a bit of 
what makes your family unique!


Your family’s favorite 
activity to do together06
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layout by kelli Panique


Picking a college and a college major are huge life decisions -- how did 
you make your decision? these two fabulous layouts are examples of how 
to tell the story of major life decisions. 


How you chose your 
college and/or major07
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layout by Danielle taylor


life doesn’t always turn out the way we plan it. sometimes it’s better, 
sometimes it’s worse, and sometimes it’s just... different! take inspiration from 
the following layouts and tell your story. 


Five ways your life now is different 
than you envisioned it would be 
ten (or twenty!) years ago08
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layout by Danielle taylor


the content’s of a girl’s purse can tell you a lot about her! Below are two 
fun layouts that show “What’s in the bag.” 


What’s in your purse? 09
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layout by Danielle taylor


growing teens at home you have to feed? special dietary needs? What 
did you pick up on your last run to the grocery store? take a look at these 
cool layouts below and see how to capture your last trip to the grocery 
store on a scrapbook page. 


Your latest grocery 
store run10
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layout by Joannie strayer


there’s nothing like that feeling of laughing so hard and so long that tears 
just pour down your cheeks! take a look at these two beauties for ideas on 
capturing giggle-worthy moments. 


The last time you 
laughed until you cried11
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layout by sue triggs-rhoda


it is important to document those great books you’ve read as books have 
a way of speaking to you, even changing you. Below are two beautiful 
examples of documenting the books in our lives on a page. 


The best book you’ve 
read this year12
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layout by Marcia Fortunato
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Do you wish you could teleport? read minds? Clean your scraproom with 
a blink of the eye? Below are two fun examples of translating our wishes to 
the scrapbook page. 


The super power you 
most wish you had13
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layout by kathy hannas
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Quotes can come from anywhere; movies, books, brilliant words of our 
forefathers or those funny quotes posted on Facebook and Pinterest. Below 
two gals put together gorgeous layouts based on their favorite quotes – 
don’t they inspire you to scrap your favorite quote? 


Your favorite quote14
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layout by alison Day
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oh, if only we were as wise at 18 as we thought we were! take a look 
at these stunning layouts about the one lessons the creators wish they’d 
known when they were 18.


The one lesson you wish 
you’d known at 1815
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layout by alicia McMahon
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nicknames usually come with a ready-made story attached. after all, it’s only 
the “special” ones who get “special” names, right? take a look at these two 
examples and be inspired to document a favorite nickname in your life. 


Your nickname (or a nickname 
for a family member)16
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layout by Becky ellis
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We all have them; strengths and weaknesses. these moving layouts below 
are great examples on how to capture your strengths and weaknesses on 
a scrapbooking page. 


Your greatest fault (or 
your greatest strength)17
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layout by Danielle hunter
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it is with both joy and sadness that people come in and out of our lives. 
sometimes they move away and sometimes they pass away leaving a void 
in our lives and hearts. Who is it that you miss? these touching layouts below 
are beautiful examples of how to document those we miss. 


Someone you miss18
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layout by karyn halter
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everyone has their own idea of home and what the term “home” means to 
them. What does “home” mean to you? Below are two stunning examples 
of how to get your “home” onto a layout. 


The place you call 
“Home”19
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layout by heather Dubarry
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layout by  karen grierson
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lake? Mountains? sidewalk? Driveway? What do you see when you step 
out on your front porch? Below are two layouts documenting the view from 
the front porch. take a look and be inspired to document your view. 


The view from your 
front porch20
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layout by Deborah Meggison


44 • YOUR STORY MATTERS


Baths, PJs and bedtime stories are mainstays of many family routines, but is 
there something different about yours? run-of-the-mill or one-of-a-kind, your 
bedtime routine is worth scrapping, just as these two ladies did.


Your bedtime routine21
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layout by lytia gilbey
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layout by Briel schmitz


46 • YOUR STORY MATTERS


Everyone remembers their first car, whether it was something brand new or 
an old hunk a junk you scrounged and saved for. Below are two excellent 
examples of layouts documenting the joy of that first car. 


Your first car22
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layout by alison Charlton


48 • YOUR STORY MATTERS


Facebook, silly movies, driving with the windows down while belting out 80s 
hits... your guilty pleasure is a snapshot of your personality. Pull out the stops 
and share. We won’t judge!


Your guilty pleasure23
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layout by Cathy holiday
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some of us are extremely attached to our cell phones, while some shy away 
from technology. Why not document your relationship with your cell phone? 
Below are two great examples of just how you can document this relationship. 


Your cell phone24
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layout by laura Milazzo


52 • YOUR STORY MATTERS


have you always wanted to travel the globe or jump out of a plane? 
Capture the top ten things you must do before you die on a scrapbooking 
page. take a look at the two breathtaking examples to see how you can 
do just that. 


Your bucket list of 10 things 
you MUST do before you die25
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